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Telugu HD Print Quality Original Movie. Synopsis: The film begins with a story of a blind cellist, Navin, who plays the cello day and night. He
plays the cello with passion and flair and is appreciated around town. One day, he is assaulted by a group of men who break into his house.

A young man who drops by there to help the injured Navin is beaten by the men for stopping them. As a result of the assault, Navin
becomes blind. At the same time, Navin's daughter Priya, who is an aspiring singer, is travelling to Seattle for a music competition, where
she hopes to win. Priya is to meet her father there. The plot revolves around how her father, how Priya and her mother try to understand
each other during this time. Panjaa is a 2011 Indian Telugu Action, Crime, Horror Movie released by Sri Sai Prasad Productions. The film
received positive reviews and was a huge hit. The movie was directed by Ramakrishna. The film is the Telugu remake of the Malayalam
movie of the same name. The film's lead pair, Prabhas and Yami Gautam were cast in double roles. The film was remade in Hindi as Ek

Raadhan: The Never Ending Story. It is one of the last few Indian horror films to be marketed in the market. Prabhas is a film actor. He is
known for his roles in Telugu films. Yami Gautam is an Indian film actor who primarily appears in Hindi films. He has appeared in several

commercially successful films such as Sahib Biwi Aur Ghulam, Dil Se, Ready and Bawarchi. He also served as the brand ambassador for the
Indian brand Lancia in 2014. Vidyadhar is an Indian film actor who appears in Telugu, Hindi and Tamil films. He is the son of actor and

politician Jayaprada, and the grandson of actor and politician N. T. Rama Rao. Nikitha Shankar is an Indian film actress who predominantly
appears in Telugu films. A child actress who made her television debut with the sitcom Dreamz of Dizamy, Shankar has also starred in

several Telugu films, notably Sundarakanda (2007), Ko and, titled, Okkadu.
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